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GAME PREPARATION – “Hot Diggity Dog” 

 

Materials needed for 1 stage:  

(*Asterisk & bold = duplicate for additional services) 

 Table 

 Paper Towels* (to clean hands after game) 

 2 Bottles of Ketchup 

 10 Hot Dog Buns* 

 10 Hot Dogs* 

 2 Bottles of Squeezable Relish 

 4 Large Plates* 

 2 Prizes* (1 large, 1 small) 

 

Prepare ahead of time: 

 2 Plates with 5 Hot Dogs on each plate. 

 Remove seal inside of Ketchup and Relish. 

 Unwrap bag of Hot Dog Buns, and place buns on table. 

 

Stage setup: 

 See drawing above. 

 

How to play: 

 Contestant will toss the hot dog to Zip or Andy, who will be holding the hot dog bun.  Zip or Andy 

will pass the hot dog with bun back to the contestant on their team, who will put ketchup on the 

hot dog and then pass it back to Zip or Andy.  Zip and Andy will put relish onto the hot dog and 

then put it on the plate.  They will repeat this process five times. 

 The first team to assemble five hot dogs wins!   

 

Notes for Game Director: 

 Zip and Andy will each pick one contestant (2 total contestants).  When the contestants come up 

onto stage, allow kids to introduce themselves.  Make sure they know how to play the game, and 

then allow the game to start. 

 Ask actors playing Zip and Andy to help you clean up after the game is over. 

 Zip and Andy will be participating as contestants in game. 

 

Tie-in teaching point: 

 The contestants in this game were all valuable because we needed them each to do their parts 

in order to assemble a hot dog.  Just like Jesus told the children in the Bible Story that they were 

valuable, we are each valuable, too!  We can remember I Am Valuable To God! 
 

WEEK 2 
 

Need to Know: 
I Am Valuable To God! 
 

Bible Story: 
Jesus Welcomes the Children 

Mark 10:13-16 
 

Game: 
Hot Diggity Dog 

 

 

 

 

Zip or 

Andy 

Zip or 

Andy 

Contestant  Contestant  

Kids 
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WEEK 2: PRE-LARGE GROUP/WORSHIP 

 

PLAY pre-reel music in iTunes (have logo on screens) 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Counter  
 

        AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo w/ Teaching Music 
 

Worship Leader(s) take stage. 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Welcome back to Beginagin Theme Park! Before we get started today I 

would like to know, which you like more: fluffy pink cotton candy or sugary 

funnel cakes? On the count of three tell me, which you like better. (Count 

down and let children answer.) Wow! They both are super delicious, but my 

favorite is say your favorite.  Throughout this new series, we are going to be 

learning about eight truths from the Bible that will take our relationships with 

God to a new level…off the rails!!! 
 

In this series, we’re learning a new song!  The name of this song is “Holy Is 

Your Name.”  Why don’t you STAND UP and come down front so we can 

practice together?  Here’s how the chorus goes:  (Teach motions below)   

 

During the first part, we are going sway our arms over head (demonstrate while saying this) 

and then we are going to spin, while alternating fist when we say, “Higher.” Then, we’re 

going to do this:
 

Woah whoah-oh   Cup hands around mouth, lean left then right   

You have done great things Point up 3x 

Woah woah-oh   Cup hands around mouth, lean left then right 

Holy is your name   Raise the roof 3x 

Woah woah-oh   Cup hands around mouth, lean left then right 

You have done great things Point up 3x 

You have done great things Point up 2x, spin and alternate fists 

 

Ok let’s sing together! 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Song_Holy Is Your Name 
 

        AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo w/ Teaching Music 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 

That was some awesome singing!   
 

Before we go into the park and see what all the excitement is about, let’s 

check out what we need to know today! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk2_N2K w/ Teaching Music 
 

I Am Valuable To God! You guys stay seated and repeat that after me: 
  Optional Motions: I Am (point to self) Valuable (rub fingers together) To  

  God (point up)! 

 

Be sure to 

speak 

encouraging 

words in a 

loving tone.  

Never speak 

negativity, 

threaten or 

call names.  

INVITE them 

to stand up 

with you! 
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WORSHIP LEADER (Cont’d) 

Awesome job!  If you’re ready to see all the fun at Beginagin Theme Park, 

let me hear you scream like you’re on a roller coaster!  AAAHHHH!!! 

 

AWESOME!  Well then let’s head into the park and meet up with Zip and 

Andy!  Let’s count it down!  Ready? 3…2…1…ACTION!!! 
 

Worship Leaders exit. 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Opener  

 

 

ACT 1 – Welcome to the Park 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

PLAY: 1_Park Music (from iPod) 

 

ANDY and ZIP enter the park from opposite sides of the stage wearing backpacks, and 

passes on fob reels (2).  Both have their hands stamped.  ANDY is eating cotton candy, 

ZIP is carrying cotton candy but not eating it.  ZIP enters stage LEFT first. 

 

ZIP 

(playing with iPod, addresses kids, slightly confused) Well this is weird.  

Yesterday, I went to Beginagin Theme Park for a special day with no 

parents – just kids.  But now I’m back here again.  I feel like the whole day 

is just beginning again. That’s so weird.  Maybe I just dreamed it. 

(comforting self) I had to have dreamed it because I feel like this kid 

named Andy from my school was here too and there’s NO way he/she 

would be invited.  I mean…I got all A’s and perfect attendance on my 

report card and Andy did NOT. 

 

ANDY enters stage RIGHT, amazed by the park. 

 

ANDY 

(walking in backwards, admiring the park) Woooooooooow.  This place is 

awesome!  I can’t believe I get to come here today!   

 

ZIP 

(noticing Andy) Andy? Wait a second…you ARE here.   

 

ANDY 

Oh hey Zip!   

 

ZIP 

Hey Andy, have you ever had déjà vu? 

 

ANDY 

Uh, nah.  I don’t really like French food. 
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ZIP 

No I mean have you ever felt like you’ve done something before, even 

though you haven’t? 

 

ANDY 

Like when you have a dream and then it comes true? 

 

ZIP 

Yeah!  Like that! 

 

ANDY 

Oh sure!  Actually, I feel that way right now. 

 

ZIP 

(hopeful) You do? Me too! 

 

ANDY 

Yeah! I’ve always dreamed of coming to a theme park on a day with NO 

PARENTS, and even though I didn’t get all A’s on my report card or have 

perfect attendance…I still got an invitation!  This is like a dream come 

true! 

 

ZIP 

That’s not exactly what I meant.  (shaking it off) Oh well…maybe it’s just 

my imagination. 

 

ANDY 

This is the greatest day ever!  I’ve only been in the park for five minutes but 

I’ve already seen THREE cotton candy stands! I can’t believe they are 

giving us FREE cotton candy all day long! It’s my favorite!!!! (eating it) 

MMMM, and it’s so good! Don’t you want some? 

 

ZIP 

Nah.  Like I said before, I like the funnel cakes better.  Here, you can have 

mine. (handing cotton candy to Andy) 

 

ANDY 

Huh?  You’ve never told me that.   

 

ZIP 

Are you sure?  Man, my brain is out of wack today. 

 

ANDY 

I just think it’s cool that Fil Finagin is having a day for just kids at the park.  

No Parents Day!  What a great idea!   

 

ZIP 

(looking at hand) Yeah.  I guess it is pretty cool that we get our very own 

hand stamp.  I heard that it was specially designed for today!  

 

ANDY 

This has to be the greatest day ever!  Well, it was good seein’ ya, Zip.  But 

I’ve got to start riding some rides! 
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ZIP 

Look, I don’t know what your plans were for the day, but what if I show 

you around?  I’ve been here tons of times, so I know where everything is.  

Plus, we could ride the rides together.   

 

ANDY 

Really?  

 

ZIP 

Sure.  Tell ya what, I’ll go put our stuff in a locker so we don’t have to carry 

it around. 

 

ANDY 

Great idea!  (hands Zip his/her backpack) 

 

ZIP 

(weighed down by the backpack) Ugh.  What do you have in here?  

Rocks?  Textbooks?  A rhino? 

 

ANDY 

Haha!  Good one, Zip.  No….I just have the essentials for theme park fun: 

sunscreen, water, some snacks, a rubber chicken, a picture of my dog, a 

pillow pet… 

 

ZIP 

(interrupting) ANYWAY, as interesting as your never ending list is, I’m going 

to carry this to the locker before my arm falls off.  Meanwhile, you figure 

out what we’re going to do. 

 

ANDY 

(confused) Uh, Zip…how am I supposed to do that? 

 

ZIP 

Oh!  I thought I told you!  The park has these really cool map stations that 

will help you figure out where to go.  (walks toward one of the screens) 

See, watch.  (talking to one of the screens) Show us the map. 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Map 1 

 

ZIP (Cont’d) 

Then you can just look for rides that you want to ride. 

 

ANDY 

(amazed) Wooooooahhhhh.  This park just keeps getting better and 

better!   

 

ZIP 

And don’t forget about the Ultimate Theme Park Challenge!  We want to 

do stuff that’s gonna get us lots of points!  

 

ZIP exits stage LEFT & leaves backpacks off stage. 
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ANDY 

Ok! (to kids) Oh!  I almost forgot to tell you guys.  The park owner, Fil 

Finagin, has issued a special challenge to everyone in the park today. 

There’s a competition to see who can get the most points on these passes 

that we all got. (pulls up pass on fob reel and starts playing with it) I love 

this little zippy thing!!   

 

Anyway, according to the map, everything in the park has a different 

point value. We are supposed to track everything we do by scanning this 

pass.  At the end of the day, whoever has the most points is the winner!   

 

And I really want to win because the winner gets season passes to come 

here ANY TIME they want! 

 

So…we should pick a ride that will get us a LOT of points.  (to kids) Let’s 

see…what should we ride first?  (allow kids to talk until Zip returns, really 

start to lean towards the Dangerous Dueling Disasters) 

 

ZIP enters stage LEFT, carrying another cotton candy for ANDY. 

 

ZIP 

Alright Andy, which ride are we gonna dominate first?! 

 

ANDY 

Well, I think….(getting distracted) MORE COTTON CANDY!!!!  This is the best 

day ever! (taking cotton candy) Hey did you get the locker key?   

 

ZIP 

(patting pocket) Yep!  I got it! 

 

VENDOR enters from stage LEFT, carrying tray of cotton candy.   

 

VENDOR 

Cotton candy!  Get your free cotton candy!   

 

ZIP 

Oh, no thank you.  I just like funnel cakes. 

 

ANDY 

I totally want some!  (grabs one cotton candy from Vendor) 

 

VENDOR 

(still pressing on Zip) Oh come on.  It’s the world’s greatest cotton candy 

and it’s FREE.  How can you pass that up?  Have you eaten any so far? 

 

ZIP 

No thanks, I don’t like cotton candy. Only funnel cakes.  

 

In this scene, VENDOR starts to exit stage RIGHT and then sneezes once.   

 

VENDOR 

Oh alright.  Maybe later – (sneezes and then wipes nose with hand 

holding cotton candy) 
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VENDOR exits to stage RIGHT, still calling out. 

 

VENDOR 

(while exiting) Cotton candy!  Get your free cotton candy!   

 

ANDY 

Oh!  I’m glad I got my cotton candy before that happened! 

 

ZIP 

Ugh, sick! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Daily Welcome 
  

Hey kids! Welcome to Beginagin Theme Park!  This is Fil Finagin, the owner, 

founder and manager of this great park!  I hope you have fun on No 

Parent’s Day and remember to eat all the cotton candy you want 

because it’s free! And don’t forget about our Ultimate Theme Park 

Challenge. The park attendee with the most points at the end of the day 

will win season passes to Beginagin Theme Park! Now get out there and 

get some points! 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

 

ACT 2 – What Are We Going To Do Today? 
 

ANDY 

Oh man!  One of us is totally going to win those season passes!  I mean 

you know your way around the park and I bet you know how to get to 

rides the fastest! 

 

ZIP 

I sure do!  So where are we going first?  Let me guess.  The Dangerous 

Dueling Disasters? 

 

ANDY 

Yeah…how’d you know that? 

 

ZIP 

(playing it off) Well, I kinda feel like I’ve been here before… 

 

ANDY 

Well that ride sounds OFF THE RAILS!  According to the map, if we ride one 

of the Dueling Disasters, we get 100 points.  BUT, if we ride both, then we 

get 300 points each!  So we definitely need to ride both! 

 

ZIP 

That sounds awesome!  But you know what?  I get the feeling that we 

should do something that’s worth more than 500 points. 

 

ANDY 

Really?  Why? 
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ZIP 

Well, all day today, I’ve felt like this day was beginning again.  I know it’s 

impossible, but I just keep getting this feeling that in a little while, the 

leader is going to have 500 points. 

 

ANDY 

You know, I did see a hot dog eating contest worth 500 points! 

 

ZIP 

Weren’t you the eating contest champion at school? 

 

ANDY 

Yeah I was!   

 

ZIP 

Well then let’s do that!  You better be stretching your hand to mouth 

muscles!  You are going to dominate this competition! 

 

ANDY & ZIP start to exit stage LEFT 

 

ANDY 

Can we stop by the locker on the way?  I brought some pickle relish in my 

backpack…you know…just in case I needed it. 

 

ZIP 

(getting closer to stage LEFT) Pickle relish?  Do you carry that with you 

everywhere you go? 

 

ANDY 

(as they are exiting) No.  Just places where I might have an encounter 

with a hot dog. 

 

ANDY and ZIP exit stage LEFT, ANDY leaves all but one cotton candy off stage. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Later  
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Hot Dog Eating Contest 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

ANDY and ZIP enter from stage LEFT, ANDY has one cotton candy.  

 

ANDY 

(looking dejected) I can’t believe we didn’t win!  I felt so sure about it!   

 

 

ZIP 

I know.  We were so close!  I mean you were only two hot dogs behind the 

winner.  I was a whole five hot dogs behind. 
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ANDY 

But I mean really…how are you supposed to beat someone with a name 

like Zigfried Von Svogenstien? 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Evil Minion 1 

 

EVIL MINION 

Psst!  Over here! 

 

ANDY 

(looking around) What was that?  (to audience) Did you guys hear 

something?   

 

ZIP 

Yeah I heard something.  I remember that voice! But I have no idea where 

it was coming from. 

 

ANDY 

Hello? 

 

ZIP 

Who’s there!?  

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Evil Minion 2 

 

EVIL MINION 

I’m over here but don’t come any closer!  I’m here to give you some 

advice. 

 

ANDY 

(excited) Ohhh, advice! Maybe he can tell us how to win! 

 

ZIP 

(to Andy, hesitant) I don’t know…I’ve got a weird feeling about that guy. 

It’s almost like he’s…an evil minion or something. 

 

ANDY 

He just said he was going to give us advice! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk2_Evil Minion 3 

 

EVIL MINION 

Here’s my advice. There’s really no easy way to say it, but I think you 

should save yourselves from being embarrassed and drop out of the 

competition.  You gave it your best effort, but you didn’t even make it on 

the leaderboard. ZiggyBug747 is a pro. I’m afraid neither one of you 

stands a chance at winning, and I just want to help you out. 

 

ANDY 

What?  (walks toward screens) Show us the leaderboard.  

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wks 2,3,6,7,8_Leaderboard 1 
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ANDY (Cont’d) 

(realizing)  Heeeeeey!  I bet that ZiggyBug747 is that Zigfried Von 

Svogenstien! 

 

ZIP 

(to self) I was right about the leader having 500 points. Weird. 

 

ANDY 

(starting to feel dejected) Is he really right, Zip?  I mean, maybe we aren’t 

cut out for this.   

 

ZIP 

(starting to feel dejected) I don’t know.  I guess we were pretty bad at it. 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk2_Evil Minion 4 

 

EVIL MINION 

The only chance you have at winning this challenge is to ride the tallest 

roller coaster in the WORLD – Mount Altitudeous.  It’s worth 1,000 

points…but I know you’re both scared of heights and you’ll probably 

never do it.  I can smell your fear from here…and your feet, but that’s 

another matter.  But what you can do is go to the gift shop. That’s where 

all the other scaredy cats…um, I mean…people…go.  

 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

ANDY 

(starting to believe Evil Minion, trying to smell feet) Ooooh man, can he 

really smell my feet from there? 

 

ZIP 

I have always been kinda scared to ride Mt. Altitudeous. 

 

ANDY 

Maybe he’s right, Zip. There’s no way we can ever catch up with 

ZiggyBug747.   

 

ZIP 

(sad and dejected) I guess we should just go to the gift shop until it’s time 

to go home.   

 

ANDY 

(sad and dejected) I can’t believe we actually thought we could win this 

competition.  What were we thinking? 

 

ZIP 

I have no idea.   

 

 

ACT 3 – The Points Are Adding Up 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Announcement 1 
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Attention everyone!  This is Fil Finagin and I am pleased to announce that 

we have a new high score!  One of our park attendees just achieved a 

score of 1,000 points!  Keep riding rides and playing games and maybe 

you’ll move to the top!  Remember, whoever has the most points at the 

end of the day will win the challenge and get season passes to Beginagin 

Theme Park! 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

ZIP 

WHAT?!?  Someone already has 1,000 points?   

 

ANDY 

That’s ridiculous!  How can they even ride that many rides!?  

 

ZIP 

I really don’t know.  C’mon.  Let’s just go to the gift shop and drown all of 

our sorrows with a cherry Icee. 

 

GAME DIRECTOR enters from stage LEFT wearing big colorful watch, pushing cart with 

game supplies & prizes, if possible. If not possible, bring supplies on stage during Bible 

Story & Game Instruction video and place prizes off stage RIGHT. 

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

(as if talking to all people in park) I’ve got games to play! Anyone can 

play! Just step right up and scan your pass! Who wants to play a game? 

 

ANDY 

We really don’t feel like playing a game.  

 

ZIP 

We’re on our way to the gift shop with the other scaredy cats. 

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

That’s crazy talk!  We view everyone in our park as a valuable guest! Tell 

you what, come on and play a game, win some points and see how you 

feel after that.  (to Zip and Andy) Since it’s GameTIME, simply scan your 

passes on my watch and we’ll get started! 

 

ANDY 

(hesitant, to Game Director) Alright, we’ll play. 

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

Fantastic! 

 

ZIP and ANDY scan passes. 

 

FADE DOWN: 1_Park Music  
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk2_Bible Story & Game Instruction  

 
Why hello there! And welcome back to my IMAGINARIUM!! I’m Wil Winagin, Fil Finagin’s 

3rd cousin, twice removed. I can’t wait to tell you about today’s game, and the story that 

helped me invent it!  
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But first, there’s someone super important that you have to meet! He’s my main man, 

my amigo, my brother from another mother, the peanut butter to my jelly, the mac to my 

cheese, the Cray to my Zee…Help me welcome my #1 assistant, Carl!!! 

Say hello to everyone, Carl.  

Carl is so valuable to me here at the Imaginarium. He helps me do everything! But last 

week, Carl was on vacation. Carl, do you want to tell them where you were or should I? 

Carl went to the bubble gum capital of the world, Bubble Ville! AND, he brought me 

back the best souvenir. I LOVE souvenirs!  Little known factoid, I am trying to beat the world 

record for the most souvenirs ever collected! 

This souvenir is the amazing ABC gum tower! It is super valuable to me because it’s the 

only one in the world, and I can add it to my souvenir collection! Thanks Carl!  

Carl! You don’t want to eat the ABC gum because it’s already been chewed! Yuck!   

Here this should to keep you busy while I tell our friends the story that inspired today’s 

game! 

As you may know, almost all of my crazy game ideas come from stories in the Bible! 

When I get my ideas, I write them all down…up here. 

But sometimes, I like to write my ideas…on here! Ta-Da.  Whoaaaa….easy there boy.  

Prepare to be dazzled as I draw our story today.   

I shall title my master piece, “Jesus and the Children”. 

One day, some parents brought their children to see Jesus.  They wanted Jesus to lay His 

hands on their children and pray for them. 

But, the disciples had something to say about that! They scolded the parents for 

bothering Jesus and told them to leave Jesus alone.  

--Oh snap! Jesus isn't going to like this… 

When Jesus saw this happening, He was very unhappy with His disciples. Jesus said, “Let 

the children come to me. Don’t stop them!” 

--See!? Those kids were so valuable to Jesus! 

 Jesus continued to tell His disciples that God’s Kingdom is for children and people who 

have faith like children because that is the right kind of faith. 

Then, Jesus took the children into His arms.  He put his hands on their heads and blessed 

them. 

 Wow! Jesus helped His disciples realize that those children mattered to Him very much!  

You know, sometimes people may say things to us or about us that are different from 

what God says…like when the disciples told everyone that they were bothering Jesus. Was 

that true? No! It wasn’t!  

When people say mean things to us that aren’t true, we need to remember what Jesus 

says about us instead…and Jesus says that we are valuable! 

So next time someone says something mean they can just talk to the hand…because 

you know what God says about you instead!  Bam! That is some truth right there…  

Speaking of being valuable, I would like to welcome back my #1 assistant Carl! Guess 

what time it is everybody!?  

That’s right, it’s time to get our game on yo!  

Since we know from our story that we are all valuable to Jesus, today’s game contents 

will be SUPER valuable to Beginagin Park!? Why you ask? 

The park employees who help us make hot dogs for the next hot dog eating contest are 

missing in action!  Oooh…mysterious. 

The contestants in today’s game will be so valuable to us because we can’t have the 

next hot dog eating contest without their help!  

The game is called, Hot Diggity Dog and here is how you play: 

Two teams of two contestants will race to build 5 hot dogs! To do that they’ll need a 

bun, a hot dog, ketchup, and no hot dog is complete without…relish!  

Contestant 1 will toss the hot dog to Zip or Andy who will catch the hot dog in the bun. 

Go long Carl!  Nice catch! 

Then, Zip and Andy will pass the hot dog in the bun back to their teammate who will get 

the hot dog and add ketchup. Then, pass the bun with the hot dog and ketchup back to 

contestant 2  

Contestant 2 will complete the hot dog with a dollop of relish 

So one more time: Bun, dog, ketchup then relish. Each person will be a valuable part of 

their team as they work together to get those hot dogs right! The first team to make five hot 

dogs correctly is the winner.   

MMmm, you are a great cook Carl!  You’re a valuable part of my team, for sure!  

Go team Hot Dog!  

 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_GameTime w/ Game Music 
 

LIGHTS UP 100% 
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GAME DIRECTOR 

Thanks, Wil! Now before you can play you’ll need to pick TWO friends to 

play this game with you! 

 

ANDY 

Alright, let’s see…who should we pick!? 

 

ZIP and ANDY go pick the appropriate number of kids to come on stage and play the 

game.  

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

Ok, do you four understand how to play? 

 

(clarifying directions) Zip and Andy, you will each grab a bun and get 

ready to catch! (to kids) You two will toss the hot dogs one at a time to Zip 

and Andy. Once they catch it, they will pass it back to you for some 

ketchup, then you will pass it back to them for some relish! You’ll repeat 

that five times and the first team to finish is the winner! 

 

Are you guys ready to play this game?  Let’s all count it down together 

from 3 and say “HOT DIGGITY DOG!”  Kids, help me count…3, 2, 1, HOT 

DIGGITY DOG!! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk2_GameTime w/ Action Music 

 

Game Director facilitates game. 

FIRE: with Teaching Music  

FIRE: OTR_ES_GameTime w/ Game Music 

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

The winner is….!    

 

Let’s give our contestants a round of applause for playing today’s game! 

(to Zip and Andy)75 points have been added to your passes for helping 

with the game!  (to contestants) And you two can head over this way with 

ME to pick out a fun prize! I hope you all see that you were a valuable part 

of this game! 

  

GAME DIRECTOR takes cart with prizes on it (if applicable) and either goes toward the 

back of the stage (out of the way) or off toward stage RIGHT to distribute prizes. GAME 

DIRECTOR then sends kids back to their seats and exits stage RIGHT (either on floor or on 

actual stage). 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Logo 
 

FADE UP: 1_Park Music  

 

ANDY 

You know, Zip, I think we really were valuable in that game. 

 

ZIP 

Yeah, I mean the park wouldn’t be able to have any more hot dog 

eating contests if it weren’t for our teams!  
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ANDY 

Yeah, Wil Winagin definitely helped us see that we are valuable! 

 

ZIP 

(thinking) It’s just so weird that….if we really are valuable…then why in the 

world would that other whispery guy try to get us to quit? 

 

ANDY 

I don’t know. Who is that guy, anyway?  

 

ZIP 

Beats me. Let’s just forget what that he said earlier.  I say we SHOULD keep 

riding rides even if we can’t win. 

 

ANDY 

For real!  We don’t need to go to some gift shop! 

 

ZIP 

Well then let’s quit standing around and go ride! 

 

ANDY 

You know where we should start? 

 

ZIP 

Where? 

 

ANDY 

Mount Altitudeous!  We are totally going to dominate that ride! 

 

ZIP 

Yeah let’s do it! 

 

ZIP and ANDY run off stage RIGHT. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Later 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

 

ACT 4 – Ride Montage & End of the Day 
 

Each week, Zip and Andy will do a sequence of running back and forth across 

the stage to different rides. To add humor, they can change up who is in front 

and how they run across each time (ie: high knees, jumping jacks, criss crossing 

legs, hopping, trotting backwards etc.). 
 

LIGHTS at 100% 
 

ZIP and ANDY run on stage RIGHT, heading straight to exit stage LEFT without stopping. 

 

ANDY 

Whoa, that was AWESOME!!!!!! 
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ZIP 

We did it!!! Come on, let’s go ride another one! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Later  
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

ZIP and ANDY run on stage LEFT heading straight to exit stage RIGHT without stopping. 

ANDY has cotton candy. 

 

ZIP 

Maybe we can get in the lead if we keep this pace!  

 

ANDY 

These are the greatest rides EVER!  

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Later  
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

ZIP and ANDY run on stage RIGHT, heading straight to exit stage LEFT without stopping. 

No cotton candy. 

 

ANDY 

(slowing down) So…tired…need…water… 

 

ZIP 

(grabbing Andy) We can’t stop now, Andy! Push through the pain, push 

through the pain! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Later  
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

ZIP and ANDY run on stage RIGHT. ANDY has cotton candy. 

 

ANDY 

(exhausted) Zip, I think we did it. Surely we have to be in the lead by now! 

 

ZIP 

I hope so! I’ve never ridden so many rides in my life! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Announcement 2 
 

Attention everyone!  This is Fil Finagin and I am pleased to announce that 

we have a new high score of 4500 points! You still have time to ride one 

more ride before we close for the day. This is your last chance to take the 

lead for the win!  
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 
 

ZIP 

What?! Someone has 4,500 points?  (Going over to screen) Show us the 

leaderboard!  

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wks 2,3_Leaderboard 2 
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ANDY 

And it’s not us! 
 

ZIP 

How did they do that? 
 

ANDY 

I don’t know!  But Fil Finagin said we have time for one more ride!  Do you 

think we can catch up? 
 

ZIP 

I don’t know, but we can sure try!   
 

ANDY 

I have an idea of where to go!  C’mon, follow me! 
 

ANDY hurries off stage RIGHT, not realizing ZIP didn’t follow.  
 

ZIP 

(starts to leave but then stops to think to self) You know even though that 

evil minion tried to convince us that we were no good scardey cats, I think 

we’ve done pretty good! But we still never figured out why I thought this 

day was beginning again…(trying to reason) I WAS right about the leader 

having 500 points in the beginning, but I didn’t know we were going to 

lose the hot dog eating contest.  But then there was…. 
 

ANDY hurries back in STAGE RIGHT, doing high knees around ZIP because of a sugar high. 
 

ANDY 

(jogging with high knees) Will you stop trying to figure out if you’re crazy or 

not and hurry?  We have to go!  We’ve got important things to do!  Gotta 

go!  Gotta go!  Gotta go so we can WIIIIIINNNNN!!!  Man, how did I get so 

much energy?  Oh yeah!  The cotton candy!!! Mmmm! 
 

ZIP 

Okay, I’m coming! 
 

ANDY and ZIP exit stage RIGHT. 
 

FADE DOWN: 1_Park Music  
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk2_Fil Finagin Closer 
 

Well, my little minion, it looks like Zip is on to you. What are you going to do now? 

(shrugs) 

For starters, from now on you are only allowed to talk to Andy! You need to find a way to keep 

your cover and convince those two to come and work for me! Mwahaha! 

Yes sir! 
 
 

        AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Wk2_N2K w/ Teaching Music 
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WORSHIP/WRAP UP 
 

Worship Leader(s) enter. 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 

1. Recap skit.  Wow, this amusement park looks like it would be really 

fun to spend a day in except for that evil minion guy. What’s up with 

him?! 
 

2. Tie in. 

a. Did the evil minion try to convince Zip and Andy they were 

scardey cats and should give up on the competition or did 

he try to convince them that they could win the whole 

competition? (He tried to convince them that they were 

scardey cats and should give up on the competition)   

b. Did Zip and Andy give up on the competition even though 

the evil minion wanted them too? (No, they realized they 

were valuable and continued on in the competition.) 

c. During the game today, Zip and Andy realized that they 

were valuable and because they were valuable they 

decided to try their best and not give up on the competition. 

The Bible tells us that we are valuable to God, and because 

we are valuable to Him, we should listen to what He and the 

Bible say to do. 

d. And that’s what we need to know today! You guys say this 

after me… 

3. N2K. “I Am Valuable To God!” (kids repeat after you, repeat motions 

if you did them earlier) 
 

4. Song. Great job! We get to sing one more song about living a life of 

victory in Christ!  Our next song is called “We are Free,” and I’m 

going to remind you how it goes!  I would love for all of you to go 

ahead and stand up while we go over the motions… 
 

With one voice we will shout 

We won’t back down 

Whoa 

We scream in victory 

For you our King 

Whoa 

We are free 

 

Hands cup mouth, 3 fist pumps on “we will shout” 

Cross arms in front of body back and forth 

Arms wave overhead 5x 

Hands cup mouth, 3 fist pumps on “victory” 

Point up 3x 

Arms wave overhead 4x 

Jump/dance around with fist pumps
 

 You guys come down front and let’s sing together!  
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Song_We Are Free 
 

       AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Wk2_N2K w/ Teaching Music 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
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WORSHIP LEADER (Cont’d) 

Before we go, let’s say this together one more time! 

 

I Am Valuable To God!  (kids repeat after you, repeat motions if you did 

them earlier) 
 

Even when people say hurtful things to us and are mean, we can remember 

that we are valuable to God. God wants to hear our thoughts, worries, and 

prayers because we are important to Him! 

 

Let’s all pray together before we go back to small group. You guys pray 

with me! 

 

Example of prayer:  Jesus, thank you for showing us that we are valuable to 

you.  Help us remember that no matter what we do, you will always see us 

as valuable! AMEN! 

 

(You may hand off the microphone to the room leader or dismiss kids 

yourself) You guys can find your small group leader and then WALK back to 

your small groups! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Closer 


